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Teaching Immigrants One at a Time
By Stephen Whelan

“This personalized English

contact ISANS and request EWP
teaching method has improved
lessons. This normally happens
my English language skills at
when immigrants have the
least three times faster than
knowledge and skills required to
the other methods. It’s a kind
do their jobs, but they would
of magic!”
benefit from English as an
These are the words of a client Additional Language lessons to
named Amir upon completion of improve communication with
the English in the Workplace
coworkers, customers, and
(EWP) course offered through
supervisors.
Immigrant Services Association Clients may be accountants,
of Nova Scotia (ISANS).
entrepreneurs, mechanics, IT
Amir is an immigrant who takes specialists, real-estate developadvantage of the various services ers, or just about any other
available at ISANS.
profession. Since instructors
develop customised courses for
One of the many programs
individuals or small groups, it is
available, EWP is a 12-week
course customized and designed easy to see that instructors learn
more than they teach! Clients
to meet the specific needs of
employed immigrants. Either an range from CLB levels 1 to 9.
Continued on page 3
employee or an employer may

Etymology Lesson Plan
Sophie Paish shares an interactive lesson
plan that aims to build students’ awareness
of the many—and possibly unfamiliar—
tools available in their dictionaries.

Page 6

Interviewing Locals
Sherry Neville-MacLean explores how interviewing locals can be a great way to build
EAP students’ academic skills as well as
connect them to local people, places, and
culture.
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Stephen Whelan

Affiliate Assembly: TESOL
Convention 2015
By

Carol Derby

As you may know, TESL NS is an
affiliate of TESOL. The TESOL
International Convention and
English language Expo was held in
Toronto from March 25 to 28,
2015. According to TESOL, affiliates
have been part of its organizational
structure since 1969, and TESOL is
now affiliated with more than 100
independent associations from
around the world, with more than
47,000 professional members. The
role of the TESOL affiliate is to offer
English language educators
professional information and
support within their geographic
regions.

As one of four affiliates in Canada,
TESL NS is required to send a
delegate to the meeting every two
years. I had the honour of
representing TESL NS at the
Affiliates Assembly on Friday,
March 27, 2015, in downtown
Toronto. There were affiliates from
all corners of the globe present.
Awards were presented, the
president of TESOL—Andy Curtis—
gave us a brief speech, and we had
the opportunity to network and do
some brainstorming activities on
the importance of intercultural
communication in our field.

For more information on the
benefits of being a TESOL affiliate,
please check this link:
http://www.tesol.org/connect/
affiliates-regional-organizations.

Carol Derby is the manager of
Labour Market Language programs
at Immigrant Services Association
of Nova Scotia (ISANS). With an
MEd in Adult Education, she has 20
years’ experience as an EAL instructor and in curriculum development.
She currently manages f2f and
online classes.
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“I’m very happy to receive
Once a client is registered with
ISANS and has had a language
assessment done at Language
Assessment Services of Nova
Scotia (LASNS), an instructor
meets with the supervisor and
client to conduct a needs assessment. A 24-lesson course is then
developed by the instructor with
objectives based on a 12-week
schedule. Lessons are 90 minutes
long and held twice a week at the
client’s workplace during working
hours. Clients are excused from
work during class time to improve
their English skills.
The only cost to the employer is
for the client to be able to miss
some working time. There is no
cost for the client. Courses are
ongoing with continuous intake
based on clients’ and instructors’
availability.
Everyone involved is happy with
the program. The EWP Instructors
enjoy their work, the clients are
happy to be making practical progress in their English skills, and
employers benefit by having more
confident employees who have
had practical training.

Stephen Whelan holds a Master
of Applied Linguistics, a Bachelor
of Education, and the CELTA. He
has been teaching English as an
Additional Language for almost
twenty years in five countries.
Since repatriating, he has taught
at Acadia University and currently works at ISANS teaching
English in the Workplace.

all the help from ISANS
regarding English lessons.
Many thanks to my
teacher and the lead
teacher. I appreciate
ISANS, and I hope to
continue to receive help
and welcome for
immigrants arriving in
Nova Scotia.” - EWP

“In my opinion, the EWP course is a great idea and
a perfect solution for the employee and employer
to create work-dedicated English lessons. In my
case, the lessons helped me better understand
native speakers and improve my communication
skills.”

ENGLISH IN THE WORKPLACE AT ISANS

To read more and view a six-minute video about
the program, go to this address:
http://www.isans.ca/employment/forimmigrants/english-in-the-workplace/
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TESL NS Activity Swap
By Tony

Rusinak

from Wolfville.

Tony Rusinak has his DELTA I and II and
Coffees, waters, beers, and
a certificate in Immigration Consulpops splashed over photocop- tancy with Honours from Humber Colies and clipboards while intro- lege. He is a teacher trainer for second
ductions and
language learners and an EAP instruccatching up proceeded. Then, tor at East Coast School of Languages.
So what if your lesson plan is written
with the clink of his ring on a pint glass,
on the back of a coaster? That coaster
UPCOMING EVENTS AND PD
Mike Landry (a TESL NS board member)
would likely have more ELT ammo on it
set the teachers to task.
than a CELTA instructor after ten cups
of yerba matte. Where does such a
lesson plan come from? The third TESL In a fury of partner pairings, the swap
NS Activity Swap, of course, which was was on. The currency ranged from
teacher-student communication strateon Thursday, March 12, 2015.
gies, useful go-to websites, and “best
The swap events are set up as informal of” lesson warmers, to inductive gramTESL Canada Conference
socials for ELTs to fill in the long gap
mar tables, pronunciation poetry, and
The TESL Canada 2015 conference is
between conferences. The aims are to discourse chains. As is often the case
themed “Elevating Language Learning to
New Heights.” It is hosted by ATESL in
promote networking and community, with language teachers, there was less
Lake Louise, Alberta. The conference
and, of course, to exchange in-theexplaining and more demonstrating of
will take place at Chateau Lake Louise in
classroom teaching ideas.
the activities. The other patrons at the
Lake Louise from October 29 to 31.
pub surely would have envied the sight
This round of activity swapping
of the teachers’ boisterous attempts at
returned to The University Club Pub at bringing their activities to life.
Dalhousie from its previous setting at
the Stubborn Goat Gastropub. As the
In recent years, the TESL NS board has
prices are affordable, and the club is
Free Webinars
been experimenting with activities like
very accommodating for informal
this swap. The goal is to generate more
English Online conducts monthly webimeetings, members agreed that the
interest, activity, and fun in the
nars to provide free professional
pub was the better choice.
development opportunities for EAL/ESL
association. The Wine, Cheese, & Learn
practitioners. Go to http://
session during last winter’s conference
www.myenglishonline.ca/for-teachers/
Mustering around two large tables
was another example of this. Future
near the bar, a good crowd of teachers
possibilities such as a Teacher Knowlwas soon established. There were
edge Pub Quiz and more activity swaps
Save the Date!
about 14 in attendance. Although not
are in the works. If anyone has a good
The TESL NS Fall Conference will be
all language centres were represented,
idea for a similar event, please contact
November 20 and 21. Put it into your
there was a good showing from the
a board member.
calendars because you won’t want to
universities, including two members
miss this!
who made the icy drive all the way
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TESL NS Spring 2015 Conference
By Tiffany

MacDonald

Learning about Google Docs at the TESL NS Spring Conference

The TESL NS the spring conference
of April 19, 2015, provided a lot of
professional development
opportunities for EAL professionals
in Nova Scotia.

classrooms, and Anthony Caldwall
discussed understanding and
maximizing the utility of mono– and
multi-cultural classrooms.
There were also discussions of using
technology in the classroom. Fergus
Fadden and Dan Compton of ILI
discussed the usefulness of flipped
classrooms and digital curricula, focusing on how to integrate technology into your school, both inside
the classroom via curriculum and
outside of the classroom via your
learners’ access to a blended
learning platform. Moreover,
Michael Landry of Dalhousie
discussed how to use Google Aps as
a way to augment your ELT practice.

workshops walked away with
activities they could put to use right
away in the classroom.
Tony Rusinak also shared a lot of
information that he absorbed
Theoretical and methodological
during the TESOL conference in
approaches were also alive and well
March, ranging from cultural
The workshops delivered at the
in the spring conference
adaptation to current trends in ELT.
conference were varied in theme
presentations. Kris Mitchell of
and style. Some of the
Dalhousie shared his expertise on
Sad that you missed the spring
presentations were practical, activi- understanding and using semantic conference? Don’t fret—you can
ties-based workshops, whereas
analysis (with a focus on Natural
take a look at the presentation
others were more theoretical.
Semantic Metalanguage—NSM) to summaries and download the slides
understand the difficulty ELLs face on the TESL NS website. Please go
In the practical, activities-based
when trying to understand
the following link: http://
camp were two particular
“meaning.” David Packer, also of
teslns.com/2015/04/19/2015-spring
presentations. Paula Cheal of New
Dalhousie, debunked the focus in
-conference-program/.
Voice Language Academy and SMU
ELT on the sentence, arguing
Language Centre passed on two
Tiffany MacDonald has been workinstead for the value of the
tried-and-true speaking activities.
ing in the ELT field for over ten years
paragraph. Two ISANS instructors
Also, Carolyn Harnanan of CLLC
in instruction and management. She
also shared their expertise: Setsu
shared some practical ideas for
is also a writer and an editor. She
Crawford-Kawahara introduced
teaching listening in an interactive
currently works at East Coast School
portfolio-based learning for literacy
way. Participants in both these
of Languages in Halifax.
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Lesson Plan: Etymology
By Sophie

Paish

Introduction: I first planned this lesson
after I realized that some of my
students were unaware of all the
information included in a good quality
dictionary. This is a fun, interactive
in-class vocabulary assignment.
Class length: 2h 15m
Objective: To encourage students to
use English dictionaries and to explore
vocabulary in more detail.
Materials: Computer with projector,
computers/devices, and access to the
online Oxford English Dictionary
Preparation:
- Select a word that your students are
unlikely to know. I use the word
“etymology” as an example throughout
this lesson plan.
- Create a short PowerPoint that includes information about the word including pronunciation, stress and
syllables, part of speech, etymology,
definition, and example sentences.
Step One [15–20 minutes]
- Lead students through the
information on the PowerPoint. Begin
by asking if anyone already knows the
meaning of “etymology.” If not, have
students guess the meaning.
- Ask if anyone can pronounce the word
before showing them the phonetic
spelling. If you have a listening and
speaking class and have introduced
students to the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA), have them read the
word out loud using the symbols. If
your students have not learned the IPA,
you may still find that some are familiar
with it and are able to read it for

others.
- Tell students the part of speech
(noun) and, depending on the level,
provide them with other forms.
- Tell students when the word was first
used in English and what its ancestry is.
- Read students the definition of the
word. Ensure that students all
understand the meaning.
- Provide students with example
sentences (from authentic sources)
using the word. Select examples which
help to reinforce the definition of the
word.
Step Two [10 minutes]
- After presenting the information in
the PowerPoint, introduce students to
the Oxford English Dictionary and
explain how to use the online interface.
Highlight where to find all of the
information included in your own
PowerPoint presentation.
Step Three [5 minutes]
- Ask students if they can think of any
words used in English that come from
their native languages. (e.g., giraffe,
zero, camera, and alcohol come from
Arabic). Select one suggestion and
search for it in the dictionary. Look at
the entry and discuss the etymology.

- Remind students that even though
they may understand the meaning of a
word, they may not know how to use it
in a sentence. Explain that the online
corpus accesses hundreds of texts and
provides thousands of sentences (from
authentic texts) with the selected word.
The corpus can also help students with
identifying collocating prepositions.
Step Five [30 minutes]
- Invite students to select a word that is
interesting or new to them. Have them
research it using the Oxford English
Dictionary and find examples using the
corpus.
Step Six [30–35 minutes]
- Students give one- or
two-minute presentations on their
word of choice.
Step Seven [30 minutes]
- Students write sentences using the
words their classmates shared.

Originally from Bristol, England, Sophie
Paish (M.Ed) has taught English in
Slovakia, Japan, Ontario, and Nova
Scotia in a variety of settings. She
currently lives in Halifax and teaches
Step Four [5 minutes]
EAP at Dalhousie University. She enjoys
- Introduce students to an online lexical travelling and meeting people from difcorpus. A good one is the Corpus of
ferent places.
Contemporary American English
(http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/).
- Explain that the word “corpus” means
“body” and how this relates to a
collection of vocabulary words.
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The Interview: A Success Story
By Sherry Neville-MacLean

Each year, new EAP students arrive
in our towns and on our campuses.
They are full of wonder, fears, and
excitement. Most of them want to
know as much as possible about
their new surroundings and how to
function within them; however, the
instructors, with limited class time,
worry about balancing the students’
academic needs with their desire for
“social” learning—about keeping
the “A” in EAP. One seemingly
simplistic assignment impressed me
greatly when students reported its
impact on their learning and
comfort levels: the interview.

and pronunciation. Furthermore, it
was great to see students educating
each other about what to see and
do while residing in the town.

Canada: to communicate with people. My message is, as instructors,
we may feel the socio-cultural competence for which students long
might steal time away from more
When asked about the project upon academic skill enhancement; howits completion, in an oral journal
ever, assignments that take stuassignment, the students offered
dents out of the classroom, such as
anecdotal reports of individualized interview projects and community
lessons and increased comfort or
contact visits, play an important role
pride in their work; consequently,
in students’ language learning and
my impression of the project’s suc- acculturation. We need only to see
cess was elevated by the positive
the value in the skills required to
feedback. While the original intent gain the knowledge they seek.
was simple—the students noted
Beginning with co-teaching assignment
they had learned about places to
see and events to attend—what the for a conversational ESL class in the fall
I began considering how students
interview project brought them was of 2007, Sherry Neville-MacLean becould, for homework, interview
much more than I had anticipated. came passionate about working with
ELLs. Since 2008, she has been working
locals to find out what the town had Most students reported they had
as EAP Instructor through the Writing
to offer. Being charged with the task gained some measure of confidence
Centre at St. FX University.
of developing students’ listening
to speak to strangers. A few
and speaking skills, I focused on
students noted the experience
helping the students gain question- forced them to recognize they don’t
Learning Objectives
ing skills and comfort in speaking
need to worry so much. According
with others. We began by
to one student, he felt at ease when
-examine/use interrogative
brainstorming the information
interviewing. Another student noted
sentence structures
students wanted to know, and
how he considered himself brave to
-investigate sentence stress
students submitted draft questions. have approached a stranger.
-review communicative functions
Next, they worked in small groups
and construct various forms to elicit
to expand their knowledge of
In addition to comments about
information
functions and forms. I drafted a
confidence, some students also
-work as part of a small group
small blurb they could use when
commented on their ability to
-introductions and holding
approaching strangers, and I sent
control their feelings and/or calm
conversations
them off in pairs—increasing their
themselves down. During
-take turns and request clarification
feelings of safety and comfort—to
conversations, their focus was on
-write and review notes to
collect the information they sought. matters of courtesy, the necessity to
determine content requiring further
After their data collection, they con- express ideas clearly or to clarify,
research
structed short slideshows and
their growing questioning and
-consider audience in interview and
worked together to share the infor- listening skills, and knowledge of
presentation
mation orally with their classmates. how to start a conversation. In fact,
-deal with fast speech, unknown
Pleasingly, many teaching points
one student noted that conversavocabulary, and slang
arose along the way: sentence
tions like those presented within the
-use rubric criteria
rhythm, the use of powerful visual interview project represent part of
aids, appropriate body language,
the purpose for being here in

